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Turn your face to the sun and the shadows fall behind you.
- Proverb, Maori

Even if you fall on your face, you're still moving forward.
- Gallagher, Robert C.

Clouds come floating into my life, no longer to carry rain or usher storm, but to add color
to my sunset sky.
- Tagore, Rabindranath

Twenty years from now you will be more disappointed by the things that you didn't do than
by the ones you did do. So throw off the bowlines. Sail away from the safe harbor. Catch
the trade winds in your sails. Explore. Dream. Discover.
- Twain, Mark

Dance like no one is watching, Love like you'll never be hurt, Sing like no one is listening,
Live like it's heaven on earth.
- Purkey, William

Rest not. Life is sweeping by; go and dare before you die. Something mighty and sublime,
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leave behind to conquer time.
- Goethe, Johann Wolfgang Von

If you argue with a woman and win, you lose.
- Unknown, Source

I have not failed. I've just found 10, 000 ways that won't work.
- Edison, Thomas A.

The chief function of the body is to carry the brain around
- Edison, Thomas A.

Our deepest fear is not that we are inadequate. Our deepest fear is that we are powerful
beyond measure. It is our light, not our darkness, that most frightens us. We ask
ourselves, who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous? Actually, who are you
NOT to be? You are a child of God. Your playing small does not serve the world. There is
nothing enlightened about shrinking so that other people won't feel insecure around you.
We were born to make manifest the glory of God that is within us. It is not just in some of
us, it is in everyone. And as we let our own light shine, we unconsciously give other
people permission to do the same. As we are liberated from our own fear, our presence
automatically liberates others.
- Williamson, Marianne

It's the heart afraid of breaking that never learns to dance.
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- Midler, Bette

Try a thing you haven't done three times. Once, to get over the fear of doing it. Twice, to
learn how to do it. And a third time to figure out whether you like it or not.
- Thomson, Virgil

Fear of failure must never be a reason not to try something.
- Smith, Frederick

People who are not in love fail to understand how an intelligent man can suffer because of
a very ordinary woman. This is like being surprised that anyone should be stricken with
cholera because of a creature so insignificant as the comma bacillus.
- Proust, Marcel

The bottom line is that (a) people are never perfect, but love can be, (b) that is the one
and only way that the mediocre and vile can be transformed, and (c) doing that makes it
that. We waste time looking for the perfect lover, instead of creating the perfect love.
- Robbins, Tom

Here's to the crazy ones. The misfits. The rebels. The trouble-makers. The round heads in
the square holes. The ones who see things differently. They're not fond of rules. And they
have no respect for the status-quo. You can quote them. Disagree with them. Glorify, or
vilify them. But the only thing you can't do is ignore them. Because they change things.
They push the human race forward. And while some may see them as the crazy ones, we
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see genius. Because the people who are crazy enough
to think they can change the world <br/>
Are the ones who do.
- Apple Computer

We'll never know the worth of water till the well go dry.
- Proverb, Scottish

The only things I regret... are the things I didn't do.
- Karbo, Joe
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